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Quiz and Exam

• Quiz 2: JavaScript/jQuery: March 12
– Close book, close note, paper-based
– For preparation, check the study guide

• Exam 1: March 26
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Agenda
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1. Reviewing Challenge 5
2. Introducing jQuery
3. Introducing Challenge 6



Objectives
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1. Describe jQuery
2. Understand how to include the jQuery library in your web 

pages
3. Understand the role of jQuery selectors, methods, and 

events
4. Review the syntax of a simple jQuery selector
5. Review html and append jQuery methods
6. Apply the pattern of jQuery syntax to val and other new 

methods



jQuery Described
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• jQuery is a cross-platform JavaScript library 

• It simplifies JavaScript code.

• “Write less, do more.”

• jQuery is the most popular JavaScript library in use today.

• What JQuery can do?
• HTML/DOM manipulation
• CSS manipulation
• HTML event methods
• Effects and animations
• AJAX
• Utilities



Who is using jQuery?
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The jQuery download page
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The website URL for downloading jQuery 
https://jquery.com/download  



How do I get jQuery? 
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How to include jQuery 3.3.1 
from a Content Delivery Network (CDN)
<script src="http://code.jquery.com/jquery-3.3.1.min.js">

</script>

Alternatively, if you’ve downloaded jQuery 3.3.1 to your computer, 
you can include jQuery, like this:
<script src="jquery-3.3.1.min.js"></script>

In this class, we will be using the first approach to include jQuery



Linking to the jQuery library
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Surprise!  You have had jQuery available to you for most of the semester.

Try opening hello.html
(in intro_jquery.zip) in Chrome.

Try opening it with and without line 9.



What do you mean by “selecting”?
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So, the basic structure of a jQuery command is:

$(“some selector goes here”).SomeMethod();

!

When we say:
$('#mymessage').html('Hello world!’);

The browser selects the tag with the 
id “mymessage”

#mymessage is called the selector

We take action on the tags found.

jQuery relies heavily on the notion of selecting.  Recall this example from last 
week.



jQuery selectors
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The syntax for a jQuery selector 

How to select elements by element, id, and class 

DISCUSS: These are the most simple examples of jQuery selectors. 
What does this syntax/convention remind you of?

$("selector")

By element type: All <p> elements in the entire document
$("p")

By id: The element with “faqs” as its id
$("#faqs")

By class: All elements with “minus” as a class
$(".minus")



Once you find the tag(s) using selector(s)
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Again, the basic structure of a jQuery command is:

$(“some selector goes here”).SomeMethod();

DISCUSS: What are two jQuery 
methods that you have already used 
this semester?

Here’s a new, useful, jQuery 
method:

.addClass("class_name");

(Use this to add a class name to a 
tag or tags!)

This methods and others can work on multiple elements.  The jQuery 
methods work on *all the elements* returned by a selector. (And you don’t 
even need to write a loop to do it!)

Use hello02.html to demonstrate the addClass method, 
and different selectors 



 
 

More useful jQuery methods
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Toggle between adding and 
removing a class name 

Remove a class name from a tag.removeClass("class_name")

.toggleClass("class_name")

.html(value)

.append(value)

.val()

.val(value)

Replacing content in to a tag

Appending content to a tag

Retrieve the value of a tag

Assign the value of a tag

Let’s see jQuery at work! 
(see hello03.html through hello05.html)



Make sure you catch this…
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How to get the value from a text box 
var gallons = $("#gallons").val(); 

How to set the value for an input element 
$("#gallons").val("30"); 
 

Notice that we are passing “30” into the value of the #gallons tag.

Here, #gallons is the id of an <input> tag.

We assign the value 30 that by passing is as an argument to the val method.

We don’t use the assignment operator ( = ) here!

Suppose you have an input text box
<input type="text" id="gallons" name="gallons">



The next() method
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Here’s our last method for the day … the next() method.  

What makes this method interesting is that it used in conjunction with other jQuery 
elements as follows:

$(“some selector goes here”).next().SomeMethod();

The next() method allows us to manipulate the tag that is next to the selected tag.  

This technique of using two or more methods together is called chaining.

Let’s see hello06.html



Racall Events (again) 
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The syntax for a jQuery event method 
$(selector).eventMethodName(function() { 
    // the statements of the event handler 
}); 

Two common jQuery event methods 
Event method Description 
ready(handler) The event handler runs when the DOM is 

ready. 
click(handler) The event handler runs when the selected 

element is clicked. 



Events (again) – the jQuery ready event
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How to code an event handler for the ready event 

$(document).ready(function() {
console.log("The DOM is ready");

});



Events (again) – the jQuery click event
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How to code an event handler for the click event 

 
$(document).ready(function() { 
 
    //things that happen when the document is ready 
    $('#some_button_id').click(function(){ 
 
    console.log('The button was clicked!'); 
 
    }); //end click 
 
});  //end ready 



Why this is a big deal…

HTML

CSSJavaScript

Way back at the 
beginning of the semester 
we said that JavaScript
could be used to 
manipulate the HTML and 
CSS in the browser in 
response to an event.

We’ve arrived!  That’s 
what we’ve been doing 
today!
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jQuery Summary
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Events
.ready()
.click()

Selectors
.  for classes
# for id
No prefix for tags

Methods
.html()
.append()
.val()
.addClass()
.removeClass()
.toggleClass()
.next()

We will use these as our core jQuery functions.  If we need to add 
a new event or method we’ll draw your attention to it!



Challenge 6: Nimble 3 (due Saturday)
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In this challenge, we will use JavaScript and our new 
jQuery building blocks to create a user interface.

We will be working with HTML forms, collecting data, 
checking the data, and changing the appearance of the 
page based on what the user does.

At last!  We have all the 
pieces we need to do this!



Home
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Calculator
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Contact Us
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About Us
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